
No. 6/Fellowship (ENH)2023EMR- 1 

To, 

CSIR-HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT GROUP 
CSIR Complex, Library Avenue, Pusa 

New Delhi-110012 India 

The Vice Chancellors/Directors/Registrars/Principals of Universities/Institutes/Colleges/ The 
Directors of CSIR Labs/Institutes 

Sub.: Enhancement of fellowship/associateship-reg. 
Dear Sir/Madam, 

CSIR-HRDG Vide OM No. 6/Fellowship (ENH)2023EMR- 1 dated 27.09.2023 has notified 
Enhancement /revision of fellowship/associateship of Research fellows/Research Associates wef 
01.01.2023. 

In order to ensure timely implementation of the revised fellowship and release the arrears. All host 
Institutes are requested to note the following; 

1. All Institutes are requested to submit pending fellowship claim, if any, on CSIR Fellow AMS Portal 

immediately and in any case latest by 24.10.2023 (5.30 PM). 

2. All pending claims at any level will be rejected after 24.10.2023 (5.30PM). However admissible 

claims could be lodged again after revision of new fellowship on AMS portal. 

Dated: 18.10.2023 

3. From 24.10.2023 onwards claims and files for new joining, upgradation, continuation, extension 
etc. will be stopped for few days in order to update the respective fellowship data in the 

corresponding software. 

Copy to; 

4. All fellows, Guides and checkers/certifying officers are requested to submit the pending claims 
within the proposed timeline so that the revision of fellowship could be implemented at the earliest. 

5. You are requested to extend co-operation and support for this endeavour and instruct all the 
concerned functionaries in your University/Institute/College accordingly. You are also requested 
to suitably inform all the Research Fellows of CSIR-HRDG in your University/Institute/College 
about this initiative. 

2. PS to Head, HRDG 
3. Sr. Dy FA, CSIR-HRDG 

1. The Vice Chancellors/Directors/Registrars/Principals of Universities/Institutes/Colleges through HRDG website 

4. Head, IT CSIR-HRDG 
5. CADIT CSIR HÌ � for suitable changes in AMS software 
6. Office Copy 

Yours faithfully, 

(Ául Kumar Jain) 
Under Secretary (EMR-1) 

Source URL: https://csirhrdg.res.in/



To, 

ufaftfy: 

as fao-110012 HTLG 

f0yHTS3R-UTRS 3rH iGN 6itfRIs Suäay2023$sHR-1 fco 27.09.2023 

t fH 24.10.2023 (IH 5.30 du) T# H| I 

1) aafaaTeT0/0RI0dt pTufa/MàNOAfIENANYG - HRDG }AII^T HIH A 2) HG, ygTRSui fs ufaa 3) fir fst guy, yHaATZIR-Uqarst 

fio:18.10.2023 

4) H8, 3TS fiyI ATT-QT3RS 
6) 4fcY gf 
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